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Company: IT-Leaders

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Our client is a fast-growing Series - -C data-first multi-cloud security company and a

pioneer in Confidential Computing. Recognized by Gartner as a Cool Vendor, the company's

technology is at the intersection of protecting data in the public cloud, on IoT services, and

securing applications by encrypting data while it is in use. The company is multinational with

locations in the USA, India, and the Netherlands.They are actively seeking a Senior

Software Engineer to fortify the team. The driving force behind crafting, developing, and

deploying the foundational observability platform services. In this pivotal role, you'll be

instrumental in the pursuit, contributing significantly to the ecosystem's blueprint, crafting and

implementing micro-services within a hybrid cloud framework. You bring forth a visionary

perspective, capable of conceiving and constructing an exemplary system from its very

inception.Requirements:At least 8+ years of professional experience as a Backend Senior

Software Engineer.Hands-on experience in Rust, C++, or Golang.Hands-on experience

working with NoSQL databases such as Cassandra, MongoDB, etc.Hands-on experience

working in a Linux environment.Having Security (Crypto, Key Management) experience is a

plus but not requiredFamiliarity with containers and orchestration (Kubernetes).Coursework

and/or professional experience in computer architecture and operating systems.A bachelor's

degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, or related field, or equivalent training or work

experience.Personal characteristics:Exhibits uncompromising integrityPays attention to

detailThinks critically about complex technical problemsCan work independently, while also

being an effective member of a teamEnglish level: Upper

intermediateResponsibilities:Architecting micro-services to bolster the
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infrastructure.Contributing to the technical roadmap to steer the strategic

objectives.Spearheading the identification and design of novel observability platform

requisites.Leveraging expertise in the Rust programming language.Collaborate closely with

other internal teams to enhance the foundational pillars of SaaS and on-premise

products.Your team plays a pivotal role, in ensuring contract-based assurances on platform

services, features, and their interdependencies.It falls upon you to define these assurances

and their parameters, setting the course for our platform's steadfast evolution.Bring the

secure by design mindset by proactively incorporating robust security measures into the

architecture, development, and maintenance of the observability platform, ensuring the

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of sensitive data throughout its

lifecycle.ImportantHiring process includes 3 rounds of technical interviews (real time coding

included) with the customer`s team
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